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A. Harold Weber Writing Award

For Excellence in Legal Writing

What will it profit you to know all the law and the prophets if you lack the power to make these clear to others? – Lloyd T. Stryker

Recipients

1982 – Gerald F. Lutkus
1983 – John L. Sullivan
1984 – Patricia A. H. Yates
1985 – Jane Samson
1986 – Gerard F. Powers
1987 – Christopher Carl Williams
1988 – Judith L. Andrews
1989 – Steven M. Lee
1990 – A. Alyce Werdel
1991 – Matthew T. Fricker, Kelly Gilchrist
1992 – Lisa A. Lavelle
1993 – Ronald R. Ratton
1994 – Andrea Michelle Roberts
1995 – Julia Blanche Meister
1996 – Scott Andrew Stengel
1997 – Melissa Ann Brown
1998 – Richard Clinton Bell, Jr.
1999 – Charles R. Topping
2000 – Joseph Patrick Reid
2001 – David S. Petron
2002 – Paul Anthony Wilhelm
2003 – Mary Sydney Leach
2004 – Rebecca Anne D’Arcy
2005 – Thomas Michael Messner
2006 – Patricia Eileen Simone
2007 – Jennifer Lynne Morris
2008 – Nicholas James Nelson
2009 – Julie Marie Blake
2010 – Jonathan Manning Miner
2011 – Brian Matthew Murray
2012 – Peter T. Reed
2013 – Bridget Rose Nugent
2014 – Jon Gregory Heintz
2015 – Paul Christopher Quast
2016 – Laura Elizabeth Wolk
2017 – Theodore Stevenson
2018 – Riley Svikhart